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The Tallest Man on Earth - Little Brother
Tom: Bb

   Intro: Bb Bb Cm F

            Cm                    F
Why are you thinking again little brother?
         Bb                      Eb
When you know theres a story for every wrong,
       Cm                     F
Well i won't be around in the morning,
         Bb                        Eb
Can only pray theres no harm in me moving on,
       Cm             F
To the trials in your unknown.

              Cm                      F
Well theres a legion of wolves in the forest,
         Bb                    Eb
And what might of been lost is there i know,
          Cm                          F
Where the crazy young flames loved an older,
       Bb                    Eb
I feel useless and i have to face alone,
        Cm            F
All the trials and my unknown.

          Bb
If you could just walk on by,
          Bb
With signs just flying around,
            Gm              Eb
And if this storm was just emotion,
        Cm              F
Of your kid just trying out,
                             Bb
If you could only lose these lies.

               Cm                     F
Now theres a terrible light on the ceiling,
          Bb                  Eb
Where you drew your insanity sum upon,
Cm F
Well i can see where hit dark hits the sun,
Bb Eb
I said i believe you forever but you sit down,
Cm F
Its the trial for all that grows.

Bb
If you could just walk on by,
Bb

With signs just flying around,
Gm Eb
And if this storm was just emotion,
Cm F
Of your kid just trying out,
                             Bb
If you could only lose these lies.

Cm F
Why are you drinking again little brother,
Bb Eb
When your ramblings the hard part of loving you,
Cm F
You say the creek and fogs wanna drown you,
Bb Eb
But there are deeper wells where we're going to,
Cm F
Theres no drought in this unknown.

Bb
If you could just walk on by,
Bb
With signs just flying around,
Gm Eb
And if this storm was just emotion,
Cm F
Of your kid just trying out,
                             Bb
If you could only lose these lies.
Cm F
And when your memories lost on a hillside,
Bb Eb
And a wind takes you further forward now,
Cm F
And your world is a kite in the weather,
Bb Eb
Gently tied to your hand that is pointing out,
Cm F
Theres a sky in this unknown.

Bb
If you could just walk on by,
Bb
With signs just flying around,
Gm Eb
And if this storm was just emotion,
Cm F
Of your kid just trying out,
                             Bb
If you could only lose these lies.
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